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Parallax

• If distance is measured in parsecs then

• Where PA is the parallax angle, in arcsec
• NOTE: The distance from the Sun to the Earth 

is called the Astronomical Unit (AU)
• A parsec=206265 AU 2

d =
1

PA



Tycho Brahe

Tycho Brahe (1546-1601) -

Had artificial wooden and silver 
noses

Rumored to have died when his 
bladder burst

Known as the world’s best naked-eye 
astronomer (NO TELESCOPE)

Made detailed observations of 
planetary motion

Using this data.....

1.



Johannes Kepler
1571 - 1630



Johannes Kepler 1571 - 1630  -

He was a deeply religious man and 
a family man.

He was rumored to have hated 
Tycho Brahe and was in the 
relationship for the data.  With that 
data he changed the understanding 
of motion of heavenly bodies 
forever.

He created the first theoretical model to explain planetary motions 

Kepler’s Three Laws of Planetary Motion



Kepler’s First Law
The orbit of a planet around the Sun is an ellipse with the Sun at 
one focus.   



Ellipses

• Kepler noted that planets travel around the Sun 
on ellipses (not circles!!)

• Ellipse is defined by eccentricity
• Eccentricity is the amount the circle is squashed



Eccentricity, e • A measure of how 
squashed the orbit is

• 0 for a circle

• 1 for a straight line

                    

e=0.02

e=0.7

e=0.9



What is the shape of Earth’s orbit 
around the Sun?

Earth, e = 0.016
(basically a circle, but not quite)



Eccentricity

Which ellipse has the 
largest eccentricity

a)
b)
c)

a

b

c



Kepler’s Second Law
A line joining a planet and the Sun sweeps out equal 

areas in equal intervals of time

Aphelion-when the planet is farthest from the Sun
Perihelion-when the planet is closest to the Sun



Kepler’s Second Law
Knowing Kepler’s Second law
(equal areas, equal time), what
can you say about the speed
of a planet at closest approach
to the Sun versus furthest?

a) Its faster at closest 
approach

b) Its slower at closest 
approach

c) It has the same speed
d) There Is no way to know



Remember:

13

Distance=Rate x Time
If I travel to Phoenix today in 2 hours
and I travel to Marana in 2 hours

I traveled for the same time but:
larger distance covered (Phoenix) =faster
smaller distance covered (Marana) = slower



Kepler’s Second Law

Smaller Distance
Same Time =
Slower

Larger Distance
Same Time =
Faster



Kepler’s Second Law
• A line drawn from the planet to the Sun sweeps 

out equal areas in equal times 
• orbital speed is not constant for an ellipse 
• constant speed only for a circle
• planets move faster when near the Sun 

(perihelion)
• planets move slower when they are far from the 

Sun (aphelion)
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http://bcs.whfreeman.com/universe6e/pages/bcs-main.asp?
s=00110&n=01000&i=04110.07&v=category&o=
%7C04000%7C01000%7C&ns=0&t=&uid=0&rau=0
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http://bcs.whfreeman.com/universe6e/pages/bcs-main.asp?s=00110&n=01000&i=04110.07&v=category&o=%7C04000%7C01000%7C&ns=0&t=&uid=0&rau=0
http://bcs.whfreeman.com/universe6e/pages/bcs-main.asp?s=00110&n=01000&i=04110.07&v=category&o=%7C04000%7C01000%7C&ns=0&t=&uid=0&rau=0


Eccentricity and Orbit

Which orbit experiences 
the largest changes in 
its speed?

a)
b)
c)

a

b

c



Keplers Third Law

The size of the orbit determines the orbital period
–planets that are close to the Sun have a 

shorter period
–Planets that are far from the Sun have a longer 

period

a3
AU= P2

years

a is the semi-major axis (like radius) of orbit, i.e. 
average distance from Sun to Planet (in AU)

P is the orbital period (in Years)



1 AU = Astronomical Unit
         = Distance from Earth to Sun
	    = 1.5 x 1013 cm
         = 9.3 x 107 miles



Keplers Third Law
Which planet orbits the Sun in less time?

A)  A
B)  B
C) Both orbit in the same time
D) Impossible to know without 
knowing the masses of the 
planets

A
B



Kepler’s Third Law:  The square of a planet’s sidereal 
(orbital) period is proportional to the cube of the length 

of its orbit’s semimajor axis (p2≈a3).



Kepler’s Laws: Recap
•The first law tells us the shape of the orbit
•The second law tells us how the planet orbits:

• equal areas in equal times
• faster when closer to the star, slower when further

• Third law tells us how the orbital period is 
related to the orbital distance
• planets that are closer orbit faster
• planets that are further orbit slower
• mass does not matter!

a3
AU= P2

years



Lecture Tutorial(s):
Kepler’s Laws p. 21-28

• Note: On #1 Assume that positions A-L 
are equally spaced

23



Kepler’s Laws: Recap
•The first law tells us the shape of the orbit
•The second law tells us how the planet orbits:

• equal areas in equal times
• faster when closer to the star, slower when further

• Third law tells us how the orbital period is 
related to the orbital distance
• planets that are closer orbit faster
• planets that are further orbit slower
• mass does not matter!

a3
AU= P2

years


